
Investment Proposal

Detox Hotel
on the Territory of the 
Subcluster Belokurikha Gornaya 

Altai Region



Belokurikha Resort is
the largest in the Asian Part of Russia

Is recognized as the best federal resourt 

in Russia for 7 recent years

Tourist flow - close to 250 thousand people per year,
including more than 190 thousand  people getting sanatorium treatment

Altai Krai ranks the 3 rd place in Russia 
in the sanatorium treatment sphere  

Annual load of rooms is around 80%
In the future the lack of rooms will count 2500-3000 rooms 

The utilities and transportation infrastructure is organized
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Potential of Belokurikha Gornaya
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Mountainious area with  the unique nature, 
full of radon and mineral springs, and curative mud 

Belokurikha Gornaya is located on the unique plato in the mountains
and is surrounded by forest

The complex of the unique natural factors let to combine 
curative, sport and entertaining dimentions of rest

More than 12 mln people live within 1000 km



Project Information

Participants: searching for investors 

Sphere: health care

Goal: Construction of detox hotel

Loaction: Belokurikha, Smolenskij District of the Altai Region

Main services: medical and travel services

Main consumers: people above 30 taking care about their health

Main conpetitors: the main players in this area have not yet been formed
on the territory of the Siberian Federal District

So now the niche is free
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Project Scedule 
 

Reaching of full 
production capacity  

2 year

Preliminary work 

Capital expenditures:

9.2 mln $

Own capital 

Investments
of other

shareholders

 30%

3,4 mln $
70%

7,9
mln S
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Investment period 
 

1 year
Design and budget 

documentation
and state expertise 

Financial Sources

Project budjet 

11.3 mln $

Debt financing 
(at the discretion of the investor)



Efficiencies 

NPV 
1.5 mln $

(Net Present Value) 

IRR 17%
 

(Internal Rate 
of Return)

 

5.4 years
 

(Payback Period)
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of mineral sources of nitrogen-siliceous slightly radon waters.

AO «Resort Belokurikha» is
the only company on the resort that has the lisence for 
61 kinds of services of 6 types of medical activities

The leading   association among Siberian sanatoriums  

The company has the official licensee on subsoil use
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Sector: health-care

Companies' primary activity: 
sanatorium treatment

  Basic services and products:
medical and sanatorium sphere services

AO «Resort Belokurikha»

Project Promoter



SWOT Analysis of a Market Position 

Strengths:
- unique balneological resources;

- transport infrastructure;

- stable consumer market;

- the current historical recreational structure;

- a large number of existing travel companies;

- availability of infrastructure facilities

   for recreation and entertainment

Weaknesses:
- low level of organization of

   marketing activities

   in tourism;

- lack of reliable

   and complete information

   about tourism products

Opportunities:
– Implementation of state programs for development

   medical rehabilitation; 

- retooling of  medical organizations with special equipment

   and adaptations; 

- access to social infrastructure facilities

Threats:
- course change of the national currency;

- growth of tariffs for energy carriers;

- decrease in solvent public demand
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Thank you for your attention!
Deputy Director of Strategic Development 
of AO «Belokurikha Resort» 

Oleg Akimov
tel.: +7 (385 77) 21 8 60; +7 905 080 23 67 
e-mail: akimov@mail.ru 
www.belokurikha.ru

Director of  the Regional autonomous institution
«Altai Centre of investment
and development»

Maxim Skobov
tel.: +7-905-081-6331
e-mail: m.skobov@altinvest22.ru
www.altinvest22.ru
www.invest.alregn.ru
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